Abstract-We consider a distributed resource allocation problem in a multicarrier multi-user MIMO network where multiple transmitter-receiver links interfere among each other. Each user aims to maximize its own energy efficiency by adjusting its signal covariance matrix under a predefined power constraint. This problem has been addressed recently by applying a matrix exponential learning (MXL) algorithm which has a very appealing convergence rate. In this learning algorithm, however, each transmitter must know an estimate of the gradient matrix of the user utility. The knowledge of the gradient matrix at the transmitters incurs a high signaling overhead especially that this matrix size increases with the number of antennas and subcarriers. In this paper, we therefore investigate two strategies in order to decrease the informational exchange per iteration of the algorithm. In the first strategy, each user sends at each iteration part of the elements of the gradient matrix with respect to a certain probability. In the second strategy, each user feeds back "sporadically" the whole gradient matrix. We focus on the analysis of the convergence of the MXL algorithm to Nash Equilibrium (NE) under these two strategies. Upper bounds of the average convergence rate are obtained in both situations with general step-size setting, from which we can clearly see the impact of the incompleteness of the feedback information. We prove that the algorithm can still converge to NE and the convergence rate are not seriously affected. Simulation results further corroborate our claim and show that, in terms of convergence rate, MXL performs better under the second proposed strategy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been a growing interest in adopting cooperative and non-cooperative game theoretic approaches to model many communications and networking problems, such as power control, distributed routing, flow, and congestion control in wireless networks, see, for example [1] , [2] .
This paper deals with a resource allocation problem in networks where each user tries to maximize its local utility. More specifically, we consider the multi-user, multi-carrier MIMO networks, each user controls its signal covariance matrix and the local utility function is defined as the energy efficiency of each user [3] . This problem has been addressed very recently in [4] by applying the matrix exponential learning (MXL) technique, of which the convergence to Nash Equilibrium (NE) has been well demonstrated. The MXL-based algorithm is This research has been performed in the framework of the Horizon 2020 project ONE5G (ICT-760809) receiving funds from the European Union. The authors therefore would like to acknowledge the contributions of their colleagues in the project, although the views and work expressed in this contribution are those of the authors and do not represent the project.
attractive because of its fast convergence to NE. As most of the gradient based methods [5] , [6] , the gradient of the utility function should be estimated by receivers and then sent back to transmitters as signaling information. Another possibility is to let the transmitters compute the gradient, which requires a full CSI knowledge of all direct and cross links and hence requires more signaling overhead than feeding back the gradient as we will see later in the paper. Although feeding back the gradient decreases the signaling overhead, it is still of huge burden of the network. In multi-carrier MIMO networks, the feedback is a gradient matrix with its size related to the number of transmission antennas and the number of carriers. When many users are present in the network, such signaling overhead may introduce a huge traffic burden.
For the above reason, our main goal is to investigate some modified MXL-based algorithm which requires less amount of signaling overhead and ensures the convergence to NE. Two possible variants are considered: i) each receiver feedback at each iteration only part of the elements of the gradient matrix instead of the full gradient matrix, the elements of the action matrix do not update if the associated element of the gradient matrix is not available; ii) each receiver sporadically feedback the whole gradient matrix, instead of feedbacking at each iteration, thus not all of the transmitters are able to update their action at the same time.
Based on the preliminary results presented [4] , we have analyzed the two variants of the MXL algorithms. In both settings, we focus on the evolution of the average quantum Kullback-Leibler divergence [7] , of which the upper bounds are obtained. We show that the algorithms converge to NE as the upper bound of divergence is vanishing. The theoretical results provide a quantitative description of the impact of incompleteness on the convergence rate. An additional contribution of this paper is that we consider general forms of the step-size γ n to derive the convergence rate, whereas γ n = α/n is considered in [4] . Simulations further justify our results and show that the sporadic version of MXL works better.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the system model and briefly describes the MXL algorithm proposed in [4] . Section III presents the MXL algorithm with incomplete feedback information and derives its convergence rate. The sporadic MXL is analyzed in Section IV. Section V provides some numerical examples and Section VI concludes this paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND MXL ALGORITHM
This section presents the basic system model and briefly recalls the MXL algorithm proposed in [4] .
Throughout this paper, we denote X = diag (X k ) K k=1 and X −k = (X j ) j =k . The m-th eigenvalue of a matrix X is denoted by eig m (X), X = tr (X) = M m=1 |eig m (X)| denotes the trace norm of X, and X ∞ = max m |eig m (X)| represents the singular norm.
A. Problem formulation
This section introduces the general mathematical system model. Consider a finite set of transmitter-receiver links K = {1, . . . , K}. Each transmitter k needs to properly control its action matrix X k to maximize its local utility u k (X 1 , ..., X K ), which depends on the action of all the transmitters.
Notice that the instant local utility u k may be affected by some stochastic environment state S, e.g., time-varying channels. In such situation, we consider u k (X 1 , ...,
For any link k, its local utility u k is assumed to be concave and smooth in X k .
Consider the same setting as in [4] , the action matrix X k has to belong to a pre-defined feasible action set
The solution of the problem (1) is the well known Nash equilibrium (NE)
Note that the existence of NE can be guaranteed as u k is concave with respect to X k [8] . We will show in Section II-C an example where (1) admits a NE.
B. MXL algorithm
In order to solve the above problem, a solution has been proposed recently in [4] , named Matrix Exponential Learning (MXL). This MXL algorithm is interesting thanks to its robustness against the stochastic environment and its fast convergence to NE. This section briefly describes this algorithm.
Suppose that each transmitter k is able to get a noisy
According to the MXL algorithm [4] , each user k updates its action at each iteration n ≥ 1
in which γ n is a pre-defined vanishing step-size and Y k (n) is an intermediate matrix variable with Y k (0) an arbitrary Hermitian value. Notice that (3) can be seen as a step of the gradient ascent method and (2) ensures that X k (n) meets the action constraint. Interested readers may refer to [4] for the detailed properties of the step (2), here Y k (n) can be seen as the auxiliary dual variable of the primal variable X k (n).
Note that the dimension of the matrices X k (n), Y k (n), and V k (n) is the same.
To guarantee the performance of the MXL algorithm, the following assumptions are made, which are common in the typical stochastic approximation problems [9] , [10] :
In order to have a measure of the distance between the NE X * and the actual action X (n) during the algorithm, we consider the quantum Kullback-Leibler divergence [7] 
Notice that d KL ≥ 0 is a measure of difference, increasing with the difference between X * and X (n). Besides, d KL = 0 if and only if X * = X (n). We are interested in the evolution of the expected value of the divergence over all the stochastic items, i.e.,
We further assume that the NE X * is strongly stable to simplify the analysis of the evolution of
, ∀X ∈ X . Throughout this paper, we consider the following definition of convergence.
Definition 1. We say that the MXL algorithm converges
2 by the theory presented in [11] . We can thus deduce
For this reason, we focus on the evolution of D n to demonstrate the convergence of the MXL algorithm to NE.
C. Multicarrier, multi-user MIMO system
This section provides an example where the assumptions on the concavity of the local utility functions are satisfied and NE exists. We consider the application of the MXL algorithm in a multicarrier, multi-user MIMO network with K transmitter-receiver links. During the communication, S orthogonal subcarriers are used, e.g., in OFDM systems. Each transmitter is equipped with N t transmission antennas and each receiver has N r reception antennas. For any k, j ∈ K and s ∈ S, the matrix H kjs ∈ C Nr×Nt represents the channel during the communication between transmitter k any receiver j over subcarrier s. The channel matrix over all subcarriers is then H kj = diag (H kjs ) S s=1 of size N r S × N t S. We assume that H kj is stochastic, time-varying, ergodic and Gaussian.
Each transmitter k controls its signal covariance matrix Q k in order to maximize its own energy efficiency (EE) defined as
total power consumed by transmitter k, including the transmission power tr (Q k ) and the total circuit consumption power P c . Note that Q k = diag (Q ks ) S s=1 with Q ks ∈ H Nt×Nt the covariance matrix over subcarrier s, where H denotes the set of Hermittian matrices. Since the covariance matrix is positive semi-definite, we have Q ks 0. Introduce P max the maximum transmission power of any transmitter k, then tr (Q k ) ≤ P max . Thus Q k ∈ X k with A k = P max , ∀k ∈ K. Recall that our aim is to make each transmitter k maximize its EE k , which depends on the channel state of the network as well as the signal covariance matrices of all the transmitters. Hence, in this situation, our problem (1) turns to, ∀k ∈ K,
Q ks 0, and
However, EE k (Q 1 , ..., Q K ; H) is not a concave function of Q k , the existence of a NE cannot be guaranteed. Nevertheless, we can consider a variable change to make EE concave: as presented in [3] , [4] , we apply an adjusted action matrix X k instead of Q k , so that u k is concave with respect to X k , i.e., we use
where
H kk is the effective channel matrix. By definition, we have X k ∈ H NtS×NtS and X k 0 . As tr (Q k ) ≤ P max , we can deduce that tr (X k ) ≤ 1. Thus X k ∈ X k with A k = 1, ∀k ∈ K. More precisely, our problem (5) turns to, ∀k ∈ K,
X ks 0, and
which admits a NE, as the concavity assumption is satisfied. The MXL algorithm can be thus easily applied in this system. As pointed out in [4] , a first implementation issue is that X k (n) should keep Hermitian to satisfy the feasibility constraint. By the basic steps of the MXL algorithm, we find that the estimation of the gradient matrix V k (n) has to be Hermitian, which cannot be true due to the additive noise Z (n). A simple solution is then using
Another issue is the signaling overhead introduced by the MXL algorithm, we highlight this problem in the next section.
D. Signaling overhead
In the MXL algorithm, each transmitter k needs to have the full knowledge of the gradient matrix V k (n). There are two possible options to obtain V k (n):
The first option is to make each transmitter compute the gradient. For brevity, we skip the derivation of the gradient which is straightforward [3] . For each transmitter k, the computation of ∂ u k /∂X k (n) requires the knowledge of the channel matrices H jk with all j ∈ K, including the direct link and all the cross links to receiver k. The amount of necessary information is then KSN t N r .
The second option is to make each receiver k compute the gradient and then directly feedback the gradient matrix V k (n). The signaling overhead in this situation is of size SN 2 t as V k (n) and X k (n) have the same dimension. Obviously, the second option requires less signaling overhead as the number of links is high. For this reason, we focus on the second option in this paper. It is notable that feeding back SN 2 t elements is still a huge burden of the network. Therefore we focus on the variant of the MXL algorithm with less signaling overhead.
III. MXL WITH INCOMPLETE FEEDBACK
In this section, we consider a first strategy to reduce the signaling overhead: each receiver k does not send every element of the matrix V k (n). More precisely:
is sent with a constant probability p I ∈ (0, 1) with i ≥ j and
The non-received elements are replaced by 0.
Notice that the transmitted elements of V k (n) has symmetric positions in order to ensure that the received gradient matrix is Hermitian.
Introduce a symmetric matrix (1, p I ) . Mathematically, the actually transmitted gradient matrix V (I) k (n) can be seen as the Hadamard (element-wise) product of matrices V k (n) and
In this situation, the MXL algorithm presented in Section II can still be performed, with (3) replaced by
In what follows we investigate the influence of the incompleteness on the average divergence D
n is a measure of difference between X * and X (n). 
Proof: See Appendix A of the extended version [12] . Thanks to the fact that γ n is vanishing and the constant λ is bounded, we find that the upper bound of D (I) n is vanishing by Proposition 2. Therefore we can easily conclude the convergence of the algorithm to NE by Definition 1.
Corollary 3. As long as ε < p I B < γ

−1 1 holds, the MXL algorithm converges in mean to NE, i.e., D (I)
n → 0 as n → ∞. The decreasing order of the average divergence is the same as that of the step-size γ n , which does not depend on p I . In fact, the original MXL with full gradient knowledge is a special case with p I = 1 and D (O) n can also be bounded by (8) . 1 It is obvious that the incompleteness of the feedback only affects the constant term λ of the upper bound of D (I) n , while the decreasing order only depends on the step-size γ n . Now we consider an example of γ n and investigate ε to show that the condition ε < p I B < γ −1 1 can be easily satisfied. Example 4. In most work related to stochastic approximation, one has γ n = αn −ν with ν ∈ (0.5, 1] and α ∈ R + . Here the constraint on ν is to make γ n satisfy the assumption A2. We can find an upper bound of ε, i.e., ε ≤ α −1 ε (ν) with
of which the proof is given in Appendix B in [12] . Hence, the condition ε < p I B < γ Different from the situation that all the receivers send incomplete feedback information, now we consider the scenario that a part of transmitters send complete feedback information at each time instant. Particularly, we consider:
S2. At each iteration n of the algorithm, each receiver k has a probability p S to send the feedback V k (n).
The transmitters update their action only when they have received the feedback. Each transmitter k should maintain a local variable n k to count the times of its updates up to iteration n. In the sporadic MXL algorithm, X (n) is still updated according to (2) , while (3) is replaced by n presented in [4] is Dn ≤ λ /n with λ some constant, which is derived by considering a special example γn = α/n. Whereas, we consider general setting of the step size γn. In fact, (8) turns to be Dn ≤ λα/n as γn = α/n and.p I = 1 Theorem 5. Assume that the assumptions A1-A4 hold, the sporadic MXL algorithm is performed using (2) and (9) . Let
and = max
Proof: See Appendix C of the extended version [12] . Compared with D (I) n , the decreasing order of D (S) n is more complicated , as it depends on the equivalent step-sizeγ 2 n /γ n which is affected by p S . It is easy to have the numerical evolution ofγ 2 n /γ n for any given forms of γ n . Nevertheless, we have obtained an upper bound ofγ 2 n /γ n described in the following lemma, which can be used to prove the convergence of the sporadic MXL to NE from a theoretical point of view.
Lemma 6. If γ n is convex over n, then for any constant ξ ∈ (0, 1) we have
Proof: See Appendix D of the extended version [12] . Note that the convexity of γ n is not a big assumption as γ n satisfies A2. In fact, γ n = αn −ν as introduced in Example 4 is convex. = 0 when γ n = αn −ν . The proof detail is given in [12] . In fact, we can see thatγ 2 n /γ n ∝ n −ν as n is large enough. Besides, the constant term μ is bounded, we can then conclude that D (S) n → 0 as n → ∞, which implies the convergence of the MXL algorithm to NE as γ n = αn −ν .
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
In our simulation, we consider K = 9 pairs of transmitterreceiver links. For each link, we set P c = 20dBm, P max = 30dBm, N t = 4, N r = 8 and S = 3. The additive noise Z is generated as Gaussian random variable with zero-mean and variance 1. For each different setting, 100 independent simulations are preformed to obtain the average results.
In the MXL algorithm, we set the initial transmit power as P max /2 and the step-size is γ n = 0.2n −0.7 . For short, we use MXL-I and MXL-S to name the MXL algorithm with incomplete feedback and the sporadic MXL, respectively.
We start with an easy situation: the channel matrix keeps static with its initial value randomly generated. n in all these cases. We can see that the MXL algorithm tends to converge to NE in all the cases. For the same level of traffic, for example, MXL-I with p I = 0.5 and MXL-S with p S = 0.5, we find that MXL-S converges faster than MXL-I. In fact, MXL-S converges slightly slower compared with the original MXL, even if half of the signaling information is reduced. Another interesting result is that the performance of MXL-S is less sensitive to p S , while MXL-I is more sensitive to p I . As we can see from the results, the difference between the curves related to MXL-S with p S = 0.5 and p S = 0.2 are much smaller than the difference presented in MXL-I with p I = 0.5 and p I = 0.2.
Then we consider a much more challenging situation where channel matrix is stochastic and its elements are randomly and independently generated at each iteration. Results are presented in Figure 3 , which is similar to Figure 2 . Our claim is thus further justified.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we consider a distributed energy efficiency maximization in a multi-user, multicarrier MIMO network. We have proposed two variants of the MXL algorithm in order to reduce the signaling overhead: one is by making receivers feedback only part the elements of the gradient matrix per iteration; the other is by making receivers sporadically feedback the whole gradient matrix. For both strategies, we have proved the convergence of the MXL algorithm to Nash Equilibrium (NE) and evaluated the upper bounds of the average convergence rate as well. From the theoretical results we can clearly see that the incompleteness of the feedback information does not seriously affect the convergence rate of the MXL algorithm. Simulation results are provided to justify our claim and further show that the second proposed strategy performs better in terms of the convergence rate.
